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Nicolas GUILLEN, poète cubain.
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CHINA. The "Great Leap Forward". Beijing. 1958. Visitors take notes on a peasant invention at National Farm Implements Exhibit. The government encourages such inventions in order to...
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CHINA. The "Great Leap Forward". Beijing. 1958. Visitors take notes on a peasant invention at National Farm Implements Exhibit. The government encourages such inventions in order to...

View information
FRANCE. Paris. 1963. Hubert BEUVE-MERY, French journalist, founder and director of the French newspaper "Le Monde". At his desk, inside the newspaper offices, rue des Italiens.
Paris. South of the city. 22-25th August. With the help of the FFI (Forces Françaises de l'Intérieur), a committee prepares to welcome the Allies.
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Mr DATTE, wine grower.
France. Centre region. The Loir-et-Cher 'department'. Village of Chouzy-sur-Cissé.
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French actor, Gérard PHILIPE.
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IRAQ. Baghdad. 1950. Al Rashid Street.

Photography of any sort was strictly watched by the government, and a very polite, very persistent escort was provided to see that the rules were...
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Jacques RIVETTE, cinéaste français.
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USA, New York City, 1947. American Legion parade.
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SPAIN, Castile. 1963.
USA. NYC. 1960. US pianist, composer and conductor, Leonard BERSTEIN.
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INDIA. Tamil Nadu. 1950.
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JAPAN. Tokyo. 1965.
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SPAIN. 1933.